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Abstract

The use of limit equilibrium methodsare the common approaches for determining of soil slope stability in 
geotechnical engineering project. In these methods many researchers tend to find a circular critical failure 
surface for homogeneous soils, but failure surfaces can be non-circular especially for layered slopes. 
Finding of critical failure surface of a general soil slope is a difficult problem as the non-convex and 
multiple minima exist of the safety factor objective function. In this paper simple genetic algorithm and 
particle swarm optimization methods are employed to find the critical non-circular failure surface.For this 
purpose the Morgenstern–Price method is used to find the factor of safety. A computer program was 
coded by MATLAB for searching the minimum factor of safety.The result of a exampleis compared 
withstress-deformation method using PLAXISsoftware for one example. It shows the determined safety 
factors are very close to each other for two methods.

Keywords: Critical failure surface, Factor of safety, Slope stability, Particle swarm optimization, 
Genetic algorithm.

1.      INTRODUCTION

There are many different ways to compute the factorof safety of artificial or natural slopes including 
limitequilibrium,limit analysis, finite element and finite difference methods.In recent years the finite element 
method has been usedfor slope stability analysis, but limit equilibrium methods are still common 
practice.The use of both the limit equilibrium and the limit analysis methods for general problems requires 
the selection oftrial failure surfaces. Among all trial slip surfaces, the slip surface that has the lowest factorof 
safety is selected as the critical failure surface.Safety factors of slip surfaces are usually computed by using 
limitequilibrium methods (e.g. [1-3]). 
In most of the commercialprograms, only systematic pattern search for criticalcircular failure surface is 
available to the engineers.Thecenters of rotation are defined over a grid and a contourof factor of safety will 
be drawn. Thisapproach cannot be applied to non-circular failuremode. Circular failure mode is a special 
case of non-circular failure mode and it is usually not the most critical case.Due to the limitations of the 
commonly usedslope stability analysis programs which cannot locatethe critical non-circular failure surface 
of a slope undergeneral conditions with general constraints. The location of the critical failure surface can 
beviewed as a form of nonlinear non-smooth global optimization problem and the objective function to 
beminimized is the factor of safety function.
In view of the limitations of the classical optimizationmethods, the current approach to locate the critical 
failuresurface is the adoption of heuristic global optimizationmethods. The term heuristic is used for 
algorithms whichfind solutions among all the possible ones, but they donot guarantee that the best will be 
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found, therefore, theymay be considered as approximate and not accurate algorithms.These algorithms 
usually find a solution close tothe best one, and they find it fast and easily.
Baker and Garber [4]have used calculus of variation to this problem. They receivedto an Euler’s differential 
equation, but this method istoo hard for engineers.Then Revilla and Castillo [5]have applied similarapproach 
using Janbu’s simplified method.Celestino and Duncan [6]have adopted the method of unidirectionalsearch 
while Nguyen [7] has adopted the simplex approachin this problem.These methods are applicable for simple 
problems but can be trapped by the presence of a local minimum for general cases.Among the modern 
heuristic global optimization methods that have evolved in recent years, there have been onlylimited 
applications in geotechnical engineering. The simulated annealing method has been adopted by Cheng 
[8],while the genetic algorithm and the leap-frog algorithmhave been adopted by Zolfaghari et al.[9] and 
Boltonet al. [10], respectively.In this study minimum factor of safety and determined corresponding slip 
surface are calculated with two optimization algorithms (genetic algorithm GA and particle swarm 
optimization PSO)that using Spencer method.Thenresults for example 1compared with finit-element method. 

2.     EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS

In this paper has been used Spencer method for slop stability analysis. Figure 1 shows a typical slip surface 
for a slope under a uniformly distributed overburden.The failing soil mass is divided to numbers of vertical 
slices with the base of each slice at the slip surface.

Figure1. A typical slope (Kahatadeniya et al.)Figure 2. Forces on a Typical slice                      

Figure 2 shows a typical slicethat below forces act on it:weight of each slice that has been showed with 
Wi,the pseudo-static earthquake forcesareWiah and Wiav.Note thatahandav, are the pseudo-static coefficients 
for horizontal and vertical earthquake loading,respectively. Piis resultant normal force,and the resultant shear 
force which is assumed to be equal toTi/F.Where Ti represents the shearresistance force of the soil 
andFrepresents the factor of safety.In this figure αi These forces are summed as the resultant inter-slice 
forceRi.Also	in	the	figure 1,qbi	represents	the	portion	of	the	overburden	force	applied	to	the	slice.
By followingZolfaghari et al. [9],the resultant inter-slice force Ri can be written from the force equilibrium 
of the each slice as:
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Here c' is effective cohesion and ' is effective friction angle and ui is pore water pressure. In this equation 
there are two unknown so two equations are needed.The sum of the moments ofRi's from all the slices about 
any arbitrary point must be zero.
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3.  GENERATION OF A TRIAL SLIP SURFACE

The method of Spencer needs the failure soil mass to bedivided into n vertical slices, and the slip surface is 
representedby n + 1 vertices [V1,V2,. . .,Vn+1]or [(x1,y1), . . ., (xn+1,yn+1)]. In general, theslip surfaces are 
concave upward with only few exceptions. The concaveupward requirement can be formulated as follows:

α1≤α2≤…≤αn                                                                                                                                       (4)

where αi means the inclination of the base of slice i.Everyslip surface can be identified by the control variable 
vector:

X=[x1,y1,x2,y2, …, xn,yn,xn+1,yn+1]
T   (5)

The variables y1 and yn+1 can be determined from the slopegeometry and the variables x1 and xn+1, hence y1

and yn+1are not independent control variables. There are altogether2n independent control variables for the 
description of aslip surface with n + 1 vertices and n slices.For simplicity, for the failure surface as shown in 
Figure 3,the horizontal distance between x1 and xn+1 can be subdividedinto n equal segments using:

X(i) =
�(���)��(�)

�
. (i − 1) + X(1)(6)

Alternatively, some of the x-ordinates can be controlled bythe turning points of the ground profile while 
additionalx-ordinates are inserted by even division. So there are n+1 control variable that can be obtained
from PSO and GA algorithms. The optimization algorithm can predict α2, …,αn-1 instead  of y2, …, yn-1 .y2,..., 
yn-1can be obtain using follow :

yi=yi-1+ bi-1 .tan (αi-1)                                                                                                                                       (7)

Figure 3.The control variables for a slip surface

4.1.  PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

The PSO is an algorithm developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [11]. This method has received wide 
applications in continuous and discrete optimization problem,and an improved version for slope stability 
analysis hasbeen developed by Cheng et al. [8]. Yin [12]has proposeda hybrid version of PSO for optimal 
polygonalapproximation of the digital curves, while Salman [13] and Ourique [14]have adopted PSO for the 
task assignmentproblem and dynamical analysis in chemical processes,respectively. PSO is based on the 
simulation ofsimplified social models, such as bird flocking, fish schooling,and the swarming theory. It is 
related to the evolutionarycomputation procedures, and has strong ties with thegenetic algorithms.This 
method is developed on a very simple theoreticalframework, and it can be implemented easily with 
onlyprimitive mathematical operators. Besides that, it is computationallyinexpensive in terms of both the 
computermemory requirements and the speed of the computation.In the PSO, a group of particles (generally
double the number of the control variables, M) referred as thecandidates or the potential solutions [as V 
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described above]flown in the problem search space to determine their optimumpositions. This optimum 
position is usually characterizedby the optimum of a fitness function (e.g. factorof safety for the present 
problem). Each ‘‘particle’’ is representedby a vector in the multidimensional space to characterizeits position
(Vk

l),and another vector to characterizeits velocity (Wk
l)at the current time step k. The algorithm assumes that 

particle(i) is able to carry out simple space and time computations in order to respond to the 
qualityenvironment factors. That is, a group of birds can determinethe average direction and speed of flight 
during the search for food, based on the amount of the food foundin certain regions of thespace. The results 
obtained at the current time step k can be used to update the positions of next time step. It is also assumed 
that the group of particles is able to respond to the environmental changes. In other words, after finding a 
good source of food in a certain region of the space, the group of the particles will take this new piece of 
information into the consideration to formulate the ‘flight plan’. Therefore, the best results obtained 
throughout the current time step are considered to generate the new set of positions of the whole group. In 
order to pursue the optimum of the fitness function, the velocity Wk

i, and hence the position Vk
iof each 

particleare adjusted in each time step. The updated velocity Wk+1
iis a function of the three major components:

1. The old velocity of the same particle (Wk
l)

2. Difference of the ith particle’s best position found so far (called Pi) and the current position of the ith 
particle Vk

i.
3. Difference of the best position of any particle within the context of the topological neighborhood of ith 
particle found so far (called Pg, its objective function value called fg) and current position of the ith particle 
Vk

i. Each of the components 2 and 3 as mentioned above are stochastically weighted and added to the 
component 1 to update the velocity of each particle, with enough oscillations that should empower each 
particle to search for a better pattern within the problem space. In brief, each particle employs Eq. (8) to 
update its position:
Wk+1

i=ωWk
i+c1r1(Pi - Vk

i)+c2r2(Pg - Vk
i)

Vk+1
i=V'ki+Wk+1

i                                                                                                                             (8)                   
i=1,2,...,2n
where c1 and c2 are responsible for introducing the stochasticweighting to components 2 and 3, respectively. 
Theseparameters are commonly chosen as 2 which will also beused in this study. r1 and r2are two random 
numbers in the range [0, 1], and x is the inertia weight coefficient. A larger value for x will enable the 
algorithm to explore the search space, while a smaller value of x will lead the algorithm to exploit the 
refinement of the results. Chatterjee and Siarry [15]have introduced a nonlinear inertia weight variation for 
the dynamic adaptation in PSO. The termination criterion for the PSO is not stated explicitly by Kennedy and 
Eberhart [11] (same for othermodern global optimization methods). Usually a fixednumber of trials are 
carried out with the minimum valuefrom all the trials taken as the global minimum, and thisis limitation of 
the original PSO or other global optimizationalgorithms. Based on the termination proposal byCheng et 
al.[8], if Pg remains unchanged after N2 iterationsare performed, the algorithm will terminate as givenby the 
following equation:

|fsf- fg|≤ε                                                                                                                                                  (9)

where Vsf, fsf mean the best solution found so far and its related objective function value. e is the tolerance of 
termination, which is chosen as 0.0001 in the present study. The following parameters are adopted in the 
present PSO study: c1 = c2 = 2.0, w = 0.5, M = 4n, N1 = 500, N2 = 200. All of the global optimization 
methods require some parameters which are difficult to be established for general problems. Based on the 
authors’ extensive tests, it is found that PSO is not sensitive to these default parameters in most problems, 
which is an important consideration for recommending this method to be used for slope stability analysis.

4.2.  SIMPLE GENETIC ALGORITHM

The simple genetic algorithm refers to a model introduced and investigated by Holland [16] which uses the 
concepts of genetics in a specific way as an optimization tool. A simple genetic algorithm (SGA) uses strings 
of binary coding, 0 and 1, to encode whatever information is needed to define a distinct solution to a 
problem. This solution may then be tested to produce a fitness value. For example, if the goal is to find three 
unknown values such as x,y, z, then each chromosome will be a string of binary digits of x,y, and z. 
Comparison may be made with biological coding, which uses units with four possible values in DNA. 
Clearly, real variables such as coordinates need to be expressed as integer values by breaking up the possible 
range into a number of steps, so for example xint = round(256(x _ xmin)/(xmax _ xmin)) for an eight bit binary 
code.The simple genetic algorithm works in two main stages: creating the initial population and reproduction. 
First the initial population is created and each number is stored in a chromosome in the binary format. A
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fitness value associated with each chromosome is calculated. The population is then sorted in descending or 
ascending order according to the fitness value. A classicalway of ensuring that the best solution is never lost 
isto copy the best individual to the next generation. Thenhalf of the population isselected for the reproduction 
process. A crossover process with a probability of 0.7–0.9 is applied to two selected parent chromosomes.A 
random position along the length of the chromosome is selected and the values of each binary string are 
exchanged or crossed by swapping all characters after this position. The two new chromosomes created are 
known as children of those parents. Mutation is applied to a small proportion of chromosomes, thus 
introducing the possibility of significant shifts away from the solutions currently being converged on, that 
overcomesproblems associated with local maxima or minima in analyses. Each binary value in a 
chromosome selectedfor mutation is swapped with a probability of 0.008,i.e., each 0 or 1 is changed into 1 or 
0 with a probabilityof 8/1000. The fitness values of the new population, which include both children and 
parent chromosomes, are then calculated.The process of reproduction, crossover, mutation and evaluation is 
repeated as a cycle of generation.More information can be found in the references.

5.NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Most of the available global optimization methods can work very well for simple problems.Cheng [8]has 
shown there is a solution region cluster around the critical slip surface within which the objective function 
value is nearly stationary. So, there is no need to determine a very exact location of the critical slip surface. 
However, when there is a complicated problem in geometry with different soil layer with differences in the 
soil parameters, the solution will be sensitive to the precise location of the critical failure surface. Ability of 
the optimization algorithms to escape from the local minima will become important. In this study has 
illustrated several published examples.
The validity and effectiveness of the proposed PSO and GA algorithms are investigated by solving four 
examples.The four examples include problems with homogeneous and inhomogeneous soils. In each 
example, all vertical slices are assumed to have the same width.In order to examine both the quality and 
uniformity of the obtained results, the algorithm is run for 30 times for each problem.The best solution of a 
run is the best solution found in that run.Consequently, since there are 30 runs for each problem, there will be 
30 best solutions from these30 runs. Among these 30 best solutions, the one that has the minimum factor of 
safety will be the best solution of the problem.

5-1 EXAMPLE 1

Example 1 is taken from the work of Malkawi et al. [17]. It is a homogeneous slope and the geotechnical 
parameters are: friction angle = 10, cohesion c' = 9.8 kPa, unit weight  = 17.64 kN/m3. Different 
researchers have optimize this example using different optimization methods. A summary of the results is 
given in Table 1.Since the number of slices used for this example is not clearly stated in the literature. For the 
results shown in Table 1, it can be considered that all the minimum factors of safety from different 
researchers are practically the same, except for the result by Malkawi. The critical slip surfaces obtained from 
the present study are also similar to those by the other researchers, except for the one by Malkawi et al. 
[17].Then this slope is modeled in PLAXIS and factor of safety is calculated. It is approximately equal to the 
values obtained by other methods.

Table1. Minimum factors of safety for example 1
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Figure 4.critical slip surfaces of example 1 

5-2EXAMPLE 2

Optimization method Minimum factor of safety

BFGS [18]
DFP [18]
Powell [18]
Simplex [18]
GA (this study)
PSO  (this study)
PLAXIS (this study)

1.338
1.338
1.338
1.339
1.331
1.325
1.368
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The second example is taken from the work of Bolton et al.[10].It is the case where a weak layer is 
sandwiched between two strong layers. The geotechnical propertiesfor soil layers 1–3, respectively, are: 
friction angle equal to 20°, 10° and 20°; cohesion equal to 28.73 kPa, 0.0 kPa, and 28.73 kPa; unit weight is 
18.84 kN/m3 for all three soil layers. Bolton et al. [10]used Spencer method and Janbu simplified method to 
calculate the factor of safety and the leap-frog algorithm to locate the critical slip surface. The minimum 
factors of safety, as well as the location of critical failure surfaces, by Bolton and the authors are very close
and are shown in table 2and Figure 5.

5-3EXAMPLE 3

Thegeometry of third example has showedinfigure 6,in this slope there are three layers and in this analysis is 
used Spencer method to calculate the factor of safety and the GA and PSO algorithms to locate the critical 
slip surface. The geotechnical properties for soil layers 1–3, respectively, are:
friction angle equal to 12°, 5° and 40°; cohesion equal to 29.4 kPa, 9.8 kPa, and 20 kPa; unit weight is 18.82 
kN/m3for all three soil layers.In this example there is a weak layer between two layers.The minimum factors 
of safety is clearly illustrated inTable 3.

Table2. Minimum factors of safety for example 2

Figure 5.Critical failure surfaces of example 2Table3. Minimum factors of safety example 3

Figure 6.critical slip surfaces of example 3                              Table4. Minimum factors of safety 

Figure 7.critical slip surfaces of example 4                                  

7.CONCLUSIONS

Optimization of the FS is a classical problem that is still attracting the attention of many engineers and 
researchers.While classical simplex or gradient methods can work for relatively simple problems, they can 
easily be trappedby a local minimum. Many researchers are now using to the modern global optimization 
methods, which are notlimited by the presence of a local minimum during the optimization process. One of 
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Leap-frog [3]        (simplified
Janbu method)
Leap-frog [3]
(Spencer method)
GA (this study)
PSO  (this study)
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Optimization method Minimum factor of safety
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the main limitations of the modern optimization algorithm is the lack of a clear termination 
criterion.Engineers have to specify a pre-determined number of trials, and the minimum from different trials 
is taken as the global minimum.Since there is no guideline available for the selection of this pre-determined 
number of trials, engineers need to specify a large maximum number of trials or use different maximum 
numbers of trials during the minimization analysis. Most of the examples in this study are difficult problems
in the global optimization, as the factors of safety are very sensitive to the precise locations of the critical 
failure surfaces. In addition, Based on the simple form of the Morgenstern–Price method, the failing soil 
mass is divided into a finite number of vertical slices with the base of each slice at the slip surface. The 
portion of the slip surface in each slice is assumed to be straight.Thus, the slip surface is represented as a 
piecewise-linear curve.when Morgenstern–Price method is used for the analysis, ‘failure to converge’ is also 
relatively common and a large value is assigned to those cases that fail to converge (equivalent to a 
discontinuous objective function), and this will create further difficulties in the search direction. Through the 
examples in this paper, we have demonstrated that the PSO and the GA methods are stable in such situations 
and the results from these methods are also satisfactory. To demonstrate that the global minimum has been 
obtained from PSO or GA is not easy.The safetymapcan help to verify that the global minimum has been 
obtained, but this approach requires extensive manual labour and has not been used in this study.The PSO 
method is a relatively new global optimization method, which has attracted the attention of several. 
engineering disciplines, with the exception of civil engineering.More importantly, an arbitrary initial trial 
failure surface far from the critical solution can be used for the analysis. This is an important requirement for 
an automatic scheme in locating the critical failure surface, as a good initial trial for a complicated problem is 
difficult to define.
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